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Abstract
Discussion among many people is important and
essential for SDGs and democary. Providing good
support is critical for establishing and maintaining coherent discussions. Large-scale online discussion platforms are receiving great attention as
potential next-generation methods for smart democratic citizen platforms. Such platforms require
support functions that can efficiently achieve a consensus, reasonably integrate ideas, and discourage
flaming. We are developing several crowd-scale
discussion platforms and conducting social experiments. In the initial version for such system, we
employed human facilitators in order to achieve
good disucssion. However, we clarified the critical
problems faced by human facilitators caused by the
difficulty of facilitating crowd-scale online discussions. In this work, we propose an automated facilitation agent[Ito and Shiramatsu, 2018] to manage online discussions. An automated facilitator
agent extracts the discussion structure from the
texts posted in discussions by people. In this paper, we present our current implementation of a
crowd-scale discussion support system based on
an automated facilitation agent, which extracts discussion structures from text discussions, analyzes
them, and posts facilitation messages. We conducted a large-scale social experiment with Nagoya
City s local government in which our automated
facilitation agent worked well.

as potential next-generation methods for smart democratic
citizen platforms [Malone and Klein, 2007; Malone, 2018].
Such platforms require support functions that can efficiently
achieve a consensus, reasonably integrate ideas, and discourage flaming. We are developing several crowd-scale discussion platforms and conducting social experiments with
private citizens. The first version was called COLLAGREE [Sengoku et al., 2016; Ito et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2014;
Ito, 2018], which we employed for a large-scale experiment
with Nagoya City, Japan. In this 2013 experiment, we collaborated with its local government and gathered opinions from
the public about a next-generation comprehensive plan. Our
experiment ran for a two-week period in December with nine
expert facilitators. We gathered 266 registered participants,
1,151 opinions, 3,072 visits, and 18,466 views. Ours was first
trial where human facilitators promoted crowd-scale online
discussions.
After the above experiment, we conducted more than
30 experiments [KAWASE et al., 2018; Nishida et al., 2018;
Nishida et al., 2017] and clarified the critical problems faced
by human facilitators caused by the difficulty of facilitating crowd-scale online discussions. Such discussions often
have over a thousand opinions that are posted simultaneously.
Many discussion threads become tangled with overlapping
opinions. Such elements are characteristic problems for online discussions that are not seen in ordinary face-to-face discussion workshops.
In this work, we propose an automated facilitation
agent[Ito and Shiramatsu, 2018] to manage online discussions.
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Introduction

Recent developments of AI and information technology have
great potential to contribute to solve wicked problems to
achieve SDGs. In order to solve wicked problems, large-scale
discussion among the variety of people is essential. Largescale online discussion platforms are receiving great attention
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Figure 1: Outline of our system
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Figure 1 outlines our system.

An automated facilita-

tor agent extracts the discussion structure from the texts
posted in discussions by people. The discussion structure represents a discussion’s semantics.
We adopted
IBIS structure [Kunz and Rittel, 1970] as a discussion framework because our aim is to create discussions through
which people can clarify issues, ideas, and debate merits/demerits. IBIS effectively constructs such discussions.
Extending any form of argumentative structure is also easy
[Lawrence and Reed, 2017]. Based on the extracted structure, facilitation agents post facilitation messages about the
discussion, manage a knowledge database that contains the
previous discussion structure, and collect data from other social media.
Figure ?? shows a typical user-interface employed by both
facilitators and participants. The following are its typical
functions:
• Posting form: users post their opnions from the posting
form.
• Discussion board: users can see their posted opinions
(postings) at here.
• Theme: the main theme for this discussion is shown
• Points: we provide discussion posints[Ito et al., 2015] as
a virtual point for discussion incentive.
• Keyword cloud: Keyword cloud is highlighted so that
facilitators and userscan quickly understand what words
are being focused on and which are important.

sentences and then important words that are IBIS components: issues, ideas, pros, and cons. After that, it identifies
the relations among these IBIS components and unifies these
relations and components into one discussion structure.
Extracting
a
discussion/argumentation
structure has been widely studied in the argumen[Lawrence and Reed, 2017;
tation
mining
field
Stab and Gurevych, 2017;
Stab and Gurevych, 2014b;
Stab and Gurevych, 2014a]. The main difference between
our approach and the argumentation mining field is that ours
is based on IBIS structure, which focuses on facilitation.
The IBIS structure includes an issue component, which is
different from ordinal argumentation structures. Almost all
argumentation mining researches use structures that consist
of claims, supports, premises, and so on. They do not have
issue components in their structure. Issue components are
critical for facilitation and innovative discussions. The F
scores of extracting issue components exceed 0.80, and the
precision score of the identifying links among components
are around 0.88. The F score is the harmonic average
of the precision and recall. These scores are higher than
state-of-the-art argumentation mining, and these results
greatly depend on our clearning and annotation efforts on
a large discussion dataset that is comprised of over 38
pieces of actual discussion data. After carefully defining our
annotation scheme, our annotation results had a kappa value
of around 0.66 [Yamaguchi et al., 2018]. kappa value is a
statistic which measures inter-rater agreement for qualitative
items. The following are the detailed numbers:
• Annotated sentences : 4,972

Posting form

Theme

Points

• Average participants : 13 people (4-114 people)
• Average number of postings: 101.8 per a discussion (including facilitation posting)
• Themes: education, disaster mitigation, environments,
sightseeing, etc.

Discussion board

Keyword cloud

Figure 2: User interface
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• Average discussion time : 7.81 hors (15min to 144
hours)

Automated Facilitation Agent

We developed automated facilitation agent software that observes the posted texts, extracts their semantic discussion
structures, generates facilitation messages, and posts them to
the discussion system. The software also filters inappropriate
posts.
The facilitator agent consists of two parts: a discussion
structure extraction/visualization mechanism and an observing and posting mechanism. To extract the discussion structure, we utilize deep-learning technologies including BiLSTM [Lample et al., 2016], which first captures meaningful

By using the extracted structure, the observing and posting
mechanism posts facilitation messages. It has around 200 facilitation rules, which have been carefully collated after consultation with professional facilitators. By matching the rules
and the obtained structure, facilitation messages are basically
generated. These facilitation mechanisms have been implemented by the AWS lambda function and AWS CloudWatch.
Our current entire system operates on Amazon Web Services.
Our agent has a fanction that can filter impertinent postings
using supervised learning with distributed representation of
posted documents and vectors as features. This is because in
real social experiments, there could be many harmful contents
such as unrelated spam in these discussion platforms, and violent remarks that insult and discriminate against opponents.
As result, it becomes necessary to build a discussion platform that allows online users to participate safely by removing inappropriate remarks. To remove inappropriate remarks,
understanding and classifying the meanings of documents is
needed. To this end, we adopt doc2vec and ELMo to word

embedding documents. In addition, we constructed a vectorized document by using document similarity calculation and
deep neural networks (DNN). Table 1 shows the resulting Fvalues using Bi-RNN. The filtering function itself has higher
accuracy.
Table 1: Filtering Result
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Figure 3 presents the whole architecture of our system and
its user interface. This is done by AWS lambda and CloudWatch, which are scalable enough even if we have many numbers of discussions. We can use English and Japanese as languages.
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Societal Experiment with Nagoya Local
Government

We conducted a real world experiment with the Nagoya municipal government from November 1 to December 7, 2018.
Nagoya City citizens discussed five themes about their city’s
future. We got 15,199 page views, visits from 798 participants, 157 registered participants, and 432 submitted opinions. We established two phases: a 30-day-discussion and a
7-day phase for agreeing to the summarized ideas.
Our main objective is to gather opinions and discussions
for a midterm draft of the Nagoya-city Next-Generation Comprehensive Plan, generated by the Nagoya municipal assembly, the local government, and its offices. The plan has five
main themes: Theme 1: Human rights and diversity, Theme
2: Secure child care, Theme 3: Disaster prevention, Theme 4:
City environment, and Theme 5: Attractiveness for industry
and the world.
Themes 1 and 2 were facilitated by expert facilitators.
Themes 3 and 4 were facilitated only by automated facilitation agents. Theme 5 was facilitated by cooperation between
humans and agents.
Figure 4 shows the result for (A) the number of posts for
each theme. Figure 5 shows the result for (B) the user satisfaction scores. In (A), the themes facilitated by the auto-

mated facilitation agent (Auto FA) obtained more posts from
the participants, meaning that the automated facilitation agent
(Auto FA) incentivized participants to submit more opinions.
In (B), the satisfaction scores are almost the same among all
of the themes, suggesting that users can experience satisfying discussions even if they are facilitated by the automated
facilitation agent (Auto FA).
Issue 1: We need to increase
interest in Nagoya worldwide
Automated Facilitation Agent:
What can we do to solve it?

Idea 1: Advertising on TV
Automated Facilitation Agent (Issue 2):
What is necessary for the action?
Idea 2: Collaboration between
Nagoya City and TV production
companies was proposed.

Figure 6: Actual case of successful automated facilitation agent

Figure 6 shows an actual case where our automated facilitation agent successfully facilitated a discussion among civilians. Issue 1 was raised by the participants. The automated
facilitation agent identified this post as an Issue. Then he/she
asked What can we do to solve it? Then a participant posted
idea 1. The automated facilitation agent identified this post as
an idea and raised an issue to deepen the idea. Then a participant posted idea 2. The automated facilitation agent works
very efficiently. In particular, identifying posting type is accurate because of deep learning technology and well-trained

data. This case was successful, but unfortunately, we also
experienced some failures.
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Related Work

We were inspired to enter this area by several ongoing intriguing projects, of which the following are representative.
The goal of the Climate CoLab [Malone and Klein, 2007],
which is one of the most famous web-based collective intelligence projects, is to harness the collective intelligence
of thousands of people worldwide to address global climate
change. Like Wikipedia and Linux, MIT CCI developed a
crowdsourcing platform where citizens work with experts to
create, analyze, and select detailed proposals that tackle climate change. This system defined several steps, including
”proposal creation,” ”finalist selection,” ”proposal revisions,”
”voting,” and ”presentations to potential implementers” to integrate innovative opinions with crystalized ideas that are implementable. Deliveratorium [Iandoli et al., 2007] is another
project where people submit ideas by following an argumentation map, which is a kind of discussion structure through
which people frame their ideas. With structured argumentation maps, Deliveratorium makes it possible to clearly show
the entire relations among ideas and opinions. Such structuring can be done even if the opinions are completely divided.
One of the related fields on extracting discussion
structures is argumentation mining.
Argumentation
mining aims to identify argument structures in natural
language texts. For example, many studies in this field
extract structures from essays [Stab and Gurevych, 2014b;
Nguyen and Litman, 2016][Stab and Gurevych, 2017], reviews [Kim, 2014], and legal texts [Palau and Moens, 2009]
in the same way as we extract structures from online discussions. The main difference is that we use extracted stuctures
to facilitate discussion in realtime manner in order to make
real discussion coherent while these work basically just
extract structure from the static documents.
Wong and Aikin[Wong and Aiken, 2003] worked about
automated facilitator but their approach is to provide a predefined framework that is a kind of static guide for online discussion, which they call it as ”automated facilitator”. This is totally different from our facilitation agent.
Tavanapour and Bittner[Tavanapour and Bittner, ] proposed
an automated facilitator but their experiment is based on
Wizard-of-Oz method. There is not a real software/program
implementation as like ours. Adla [Adla et al., 2011] proposed some toolkits for human facilitator. We also provided
such supporting functions for human facilitator in the system. Limayem[Limayem, 2006] proposed an automated falitation framework where they proposed a predefined framework to guide statically online discussion. Compared with
these earlier works, our facilitation agent can identify the semantic structure of discussion, analyze it, and then post its
own message to the discussion board system. This feautre is
more flexible than the above researches in the past.
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Conclusion

We presented our current implementation of a crowd-scale
discussion support system based on an automated facilitation

agent, which extracts discussion structures from text discussions, analyzes them, and posts facilitation messages. We
did a large-scale experiment with Nagoya City s local government in which our automated facilitation agent worked
quite well. Much important future work remains. We would
like to investigate the extent to which the agent can be biased, which is related to ELSE (Ethics, Law, Social-issue,
and Economics). Although our current agent is implemented
to manage equitable facilitations, but perhaps agents might
be involved in biased facilitation. If so, an interesting topic
is investigating how much bias people can accept. Since our
agents cannot currently generate issues, they are given beforehand or generated by participants. This is required for
constructive discussions so that participants are aware of the
different aspects of the discussion theme. Several techniques
might achieve this goal.
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